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Abstract
Face recognition systems are used in high security applications
for identification, authentication and authorization. Being robust,
is essential, not only towards Adversarial Examples, but also to-
wards occluding accessories, such as facial masks, which become
particularly relevant through the COVID19 pandemic. We have
identified three inconspicuous facial areas to wear adversarial ex-
amples to attack face recognition. These are the mouth-nose sec-
tion, the forehead and the eye area. In this paper, we will address
the question of how much of a face needs to be present for suc-
cessful identification and whether removing the identified critical
regions is a viable countermeasure against adversarial examples.

Introduction
Face recognition is used for identification and authentication, for
example when unlocking the smartphone [1, 2, 3], for payment [4]
or at immigration controls at airports [5].
The whole identification process is typically split in two parts: 1)
face detection 2) face recognition. In the face detection phase, the
presence of a face in the image is detected and key facial features
are localized. The second phase, the face recognition, uses these
facial features to identify people. Many commercial face recog-
nition systems developed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic have
difficulty capturing faces with masks. This was reflected in high
error rates for masked faces. Systems developed or adapted after
2020 perform comparably on masked faces as the 2017 systems
on unmasked faces[6].
Biometric facial recognition is used to evaluate characteristic fea-
tures of the face and enables assignment to a person. A digital
image is used to compare the characteristics with biometric ref-
erences using analysis software. Here, mainly characteristics are
analyzed that cannot be changed by facial expressions, such as
side parts of the mouth or the distance between the eyes [7]. The
biometric characteristics are translated into digital patterns (tem-
plates) and compared with each other. The simplest form of facial
recognition is verification in a one-to-one comparison of two tem-
plates. In addition, identification can be performed by matching
facial images from databases in a one-to-many comparison [8]. To
improve the robustness of face recognition with glasses Guo et al.
proposed the usage of synthetic images in [9]. Several previous
works proposed automatic eyeglass removal. For example Wu et
al. [10] located the eyeglasses based on MCMC and synthesised
the face image without the eyeglasses. Hu et al. [11] presented
a GAN to remove and synthesize faces without eyeglasses. Face
recognition systems can handle single common occlusions as in-
dicated by the above mentioned papers. Since adversarial pat-
terns can get printed on objects, even common objects like a hat,
eyeglasses and a face mask can be used to inconspicuously wear
adversarial examples [12, 13]. Adversarial examples are small

perturbations added to an input, with the aim of provoking a mis-
classification [14].
This paper explores the question of how much of a face must still
be accessible to a face recognition system in order to allow for
successful identification. Which parts of the face are important?
To which extend can more training data compensate for the loss
of facial features? As a defensive measure, can the parts of the
face where adversarial examples can be worn inconspicuously be
cut away?
The main findings/contributions of this paper are:

• Removal of areas by whitening is a feasible solution against
attacks on facial recognition via adversarial examples on the
hat, mask, glasses and even combinations of these areas.

• We can remove over 50% of the faces maintaining over 90%
accuracy.

• More training data can compensate for the loss of facial fea-
ture - at least to some extend.

Adversarial Examples
Adversarial examples [14, 15] are specially crafted images, which
are intended to provoke a misclassification in the target system,
while being correctly classified by humans. An adversarial ex-
ample can be crafted as a targeted or as an untargeted attack. A
targeted attack leads to a misclassification into the target class and
an untargeted attack results in any misclassification. Note that not
only classifiers are vulnerable to adversarial examples, there are
also attacks on object detection [16] and segmentation [17]. Ad-
versarial examples exist not only in the digital space, but can also
be applied in the “real world”. Therefore an adversarial patch can
be utilized. An adversarial patch is a region bounded adversarial
example [18]. For example, Eykholt et al. [19] mislead the clas-
sification of road signs by selectively applying stickers. This type
of attack can be used in the physical world and adopted to face
detection and face recognition tasks.

Adversarial patches against face recognition
Face recognition is the matching of a face to a person. An attack
on face recognition, as with adversarial examples in general, can
be targeted and untargeted. A targeted attack means imperson-
ation, i.e. that the person is recognized as a particular other per-
son. An untargeted attack is dodging, which means that the per-
son is recognized as someone else but not him/herself. To achieve
such an attack Sharfi et al. generate an eyeglass frame with a
adversarial pattern. This attack has been successfully applied to
various neural networks for face recognition [12]. Such glasses
could be used, e.g., to bypass automated passport controls such as
those found at airports. Success rates of over 80% were achieved
in the evaluation when this attack was used as an dodging attack.
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For impersonation attacks, the chances of success vary greatly
depending on the wearer and the target. Another attack on face
recognition is AdvHat by Komkov et al. in which they propose to
put an adversarial sticker on a hat [13]. During the crafting of the
AdvHat, the authors use a parabolic and an affine transformation
to simulate the bending and the rotation of the sticker on the hat.
From their evaluation results we can assume, that their attack is
transferrable to other Face ID models and robust against different
viewing angles. Zolfi et al. print their attack on face masks [20],
taking advantage of the fact that during the COVID-19 pandemic
wearing face masks became common.

Defending against adversarial examples
Researchers are working on measures to improve the robustness
of neural networks. For example, in adversarial training [21] ad-
versarial examples are integrated into the training process. This
makes neural networks robust to attacks in the lp norm they have
been trained with, but offers poor performance against attacks
crafted with another lp norm [22]. Preprocessing techniques such
as JPEG compression, bit-depth reduction, cropping & rescal-
ing [23] attempt to remove the attack character of the image be-
fore classification. So far for each preprocessing measure a suc-
cessful attack could be mounted [24, 25]. Other defenses modify
the structure of the neural network to increase its robustness, e.g.
by changing its activation function [26] or try to detect adversar-
ial examples [27, 28]. Most of theses defenses were also shown
to be prone to adversarial attacks [29]. Most adversarial patch
defenses for image classification and object-detection utilize mul-
tiple runs of occlusion and reclassification [30, 31, 32, 33]. Most
of these defenses have not been evaluated for physical attacks on
face recognition systems. Furthermore, the authors are not aware
of any defensive measure that has been specifically developed to
prevent physical attacks on face recognition.

Face Model
As Sinha et al. mention in [34], the most relevant parts of a
face for the recognition task are the eye and eyebrow region as
well as the mouth area. We have created a model of a general
face that highlights the most important parts from an information-
theoretical point of view. We used the entropy with a radius of 5
pixels to calculate the relevant parts of each face image and aver-
aged it to get our final model1. This model supports the statement
of Sinha et al. by emphasising the eyes, eyebrows and mouth area
the most. As we can see in figure 1, the nose, the chin line and
the area between the eyes and nose also provide important infor-
mation.

Evaluation
In the evaluation we seek to answer the following question: How
much of a face is needed for a successful recognition? We empir-
ically evaluate to which extent an increase in training samples is
able to compensate for a lesser amount of facial features.

1To calculate the entropy we transformed the images into grayscale
and computed the entropy with https://scikit-image.org/docs/
dev/api/skimage.filters.rank.html#skimage.filters.rank.
entropy

Figure 1: The created face model based on the averaged entropy
of all training images.

Data
In order to address these questions, we created a subset
of the VGG Face 2 dataset [35]. We used the dlib [36]
frontal face detector to detect and align the faces in the images.
We have removed all pictures where another person is visible or
where parts of the face are missing or unrecognisable, e.g. if the
person is wearing sunglasses or has turned their face too far away.
Furthermore, we removed photos with a large age difference, e.g.,
baby photos. The subset consists only of identities which have
500 or more images, which yields 175 identities (classes) and
94,304 images. An 80/20 split was performed on this data so that
the train set consists of at least 400 images per identity and the
test set of at least 100 images per identity, i.e. per class. In total,
the training set contains 75,545 and the test set 18,759 images.

Facial surface reductions
We identified three ways to inconspicously mask or alter the face
or wear adversarial face accessories. These are: 1) wearing a hat
or a cap 2) wearing glasses 3) wearing a mask2. Since white has
a lower effect on face recognition than most other colors [6], we
reduced the facial surface by whitening the respective areas. We
created versions of our dataset with all combinations of the three
regions. We implemented the surface reduction by detecting the
face and calcuating the 68 face landmarks with dlib.
To remove a hat or cap that can be pulled down over the forehead
we removed every pixel slightly above the eyebrows as in equa-
tion 1 in the appendix. The face model obtained by this reduction
is shown in figure 2a. We will call the resulting dataset hat. To
remove the mask-area we remove a polygon that approximates a
worn mask, as can be seen in 2b. The landmarks used to create the
polygon can be viewed in the appendix. The resulting dataset is
called mask. To remove the glasses we evaluated two approaches,
one is using a binary mask of a pair of glasses as in [12], the
other is to whiten the whole eye area covered by a rectangle. The
equation for the rectangle can be found in the appendix. The face
models of the two approaches can be seen in figures 2c and 2d
and the corresponding datasets are named glasses and eye area.
The resulting face models for the individual combinations of ac-
cessories can be viewed in the appendix. To evaluate how much
of a face is needed for recognition, we calculated the average re-
moved area by each approach. We used semantic segmentation
with a BiSeNet [37] trained on CelebAMask-HQ [38]3 to obtain
all face pixels per image and calculate the portion of the removed

2In most countries this is only inconspiciusly due to COVID19 pan-
demic.

3We used the BiSeNet implementation from https://github.com/
shaoanlu/face_toolbox_keras
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 2: The entropy face model without a) the hat area, b) the
mask area, c) the glasses, d) the complete eye area.

pixels. The percentage of removed pixels - both face pixels as
well as image pixels in total - can be found in table 1.

Removed area % facial pixels % pixels
Hat 16% 17%

Glasses 22% 20%
eye area 32% 33%

Mask 37% 30%
Hat & glasses 38% 35%
Hat & eye area 45% 48%

Mask & hat 53% 47%
Mask & glasses 54% 48%
Mask & eye area 66% 60%

Mask & hat & glasses 72% 65%
Mask & hat & eye area 80% 77%

Table 1: The percentage of the average removed facial pixels and
the percentage of the average removed pixels of the whole image
by the different face reduction methods.

Models
For the face recognition we chose to use a ResNet [39] architec-
ture with ArcFace loss4 before the softmax activation as proposed
in [40]. On top of the ResNet we put a BatchNormalization layer,
then a Dropout layer with a rate of 0.5, then a Flatten layer and a
FullyConnected layer with an L2 regularization of 5e−4, finally a
BatchNormalization and then the ArcFace loss with the softmax
activation as described in [40]. For the ArcFace loss we tried dif-
ferent values for the hyperparameter s (s∈ [10,11,15,20,25,30]),
the radius of the hypersphere all identities are distributed on. We
set the margin penalty m = 0.5 as in [40]. We evaluated ResNet50
and ResNet1015 with pretrained weights on imagenet. We used

4We use the ArcFace implementation from https://github.com/
4uiiurz1/keras-arcface/

5We use the implementation of the ResNet models from Keras https:
//keras.io/api/applications/.

stochastic gradient descent as optimizer with a learning rate of
0.01, a momentum of 0.9 and a decay of 2×10−4. We trained for
50 epochs with early stopping and a patience of 4.
The ResNet50 with s = 11 performed best on the validation-split
with an average accuracy of 97%, therefore we take this model as
a base line for our further experiments. On the full face test set it
performed with an average accuracy of 96.9%. We trained models
for every combination of the face reductions as described in the
previous section. These are named corresponding to the dataset
variation they are trained on e.g. mask model for the model trained
with the whitened/removed masked area. We refer to the particu-
lar augmentation with which the models were trained as ”in dis-
tribution”, while all other variants, including the non-augmented
full-face images, are considered ”out of distribution”.

Results
Each model was trained 10 times on the different portions of the
training set and the results are averaged. Face recognition models
trained on complete faces are able to accurately recognize faces
with removed parts (>90%), given about 120 (30%) frontal face
images. For the out of distribution data the accuracy rates differ
strongly depending on which area of the face is removed. The
sheer amount of information removed is not decisive. For exam-
ple, for the masked test data the model reaches up to 72% and for
the glasses test data the model reaches only 52% accuracy, de-
spite the fact that for the mask 37% of the facial information was
removed and for the glasses only 22%. Since the drop in accu-
racy is the highest when the eye area is removed, we can deduce
that the eye area is the most important feature, which can also be
seen from figure 3. Adding training data increases the model ac-
curacy even for out of distribution data. This is espacially true
for regions that contain little or unimportant information like the
forehead (hat).

Figure 3: The model trained with complete faces evaluated on
test sets with complete faces and different face reductions: mask,
hat, glasses, eye area and combinations of face reductions: mask,
eye area; hat, glasses; mask, hat, glasses.

Most models reach over 90% accuracy on their in distribution data
with 30 - 50% of the training images. Training models with single
areas removed like mask, hat, glasses yields accurate classifiers
with over 90% accuracy for their respective in distribution data
and complete face images as can be seen in 4. The only exception
is the eye area model with 80% accuracy on full face images as
can be seen in the appendix in figure 16c. The evaluations of the
other models can also be viewed in the appendix.
Models trained on combinations of facial reductions result in an
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Figure 4: The face reduction models evaluated their in distribu-
tion data.

accuracy of over 90% on their specific facial reduction test sets -
and are therefore better suited for application to facial reductions
than a model trained on complete faces. Exceptions are models
trained on images where the mask and eye area have been re-
moved, as can be seen in figure 6. In these cases, over 65% of the
facial information was removed. The models trained on combina-
tions of face reductions even achieve accuracies of 80% and more
on the full face images, up to a removal of over 54% of the facial
information as depicted in 5.

Figure 5: The face reduction models evaluated on full face im-
ages.

Figure 6: The model without the mask, hat and eye area.

We trained a model on all data which reaches over 90% accuracy
for most face reductions with 70% of the training data. With 80%
of the training data, the accuracy drops drastically. A closer in-
spection of the grad cam heatmaps generated by models trained

on 70% of the training samples, and 80% respectively (see fig-
ure 8), reveals that the model trained with only 70% of the data
has learned the upper left corner of the image as a relevant fea-
ture. At 80% of the training data, this image corner is no longer
considered relevant. So we can assume that there was a spurious
correlation in the data here. The performance seen at 80% of the
training data is probably a correct approximation as would occur
with a larger data set.

Figure 7: The face model trained with the full face images and
all variants of face reductions. Therefore 10% of the training data
means about 12 times as much as for the other models.

(a) (b)
Figure 8: The grad cam heatmaps a) with 70%, b) with 80% of
the training data of various face reductions.

Based on the heatmaps 9, we can assume that the cnn models
learned or paid attention to the features as we represented them in
our face models. Removing the hat, the mask or the glasses results
in robust and accurate face recognition models, even combina-
tions of these face reductions yield competitive classifiers. When
we remove too much information we end up with a classifier ro-
bust against adversarial patches, but depending on fragile features
like the hair, noise or background elements as we can see e.g. in
the heatmap of the model trained without the mask, hat and eye
area in figure 10.

Conclusion & Futurework
For security authorities, biometric facial recognition offers enor-
mous support potential. But for the use in high-risk applications,
facial recognition must be robust against wearing accessories and,
in particular, against adversarial pertubated accessories. To ensure
this, we have investigated to what extent removing the facial re-
gions typically used for wearing accessories is a viable solution.
Thereby the trade-off between accuracy and robustness has to be
considered. We also investigated how additional training images
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 9: GradCam heatmaps of the different models. a) The
complete faces model, b) the model without the hat and the com-
plete eye area, c) without the mask d) without glasses.

Figure 10: Grad Cam heatmap of the mask hat eye area model
trained with 80% of the training data.

can compensate for the loss in accuracy.

Removal of areas by whitening is a feasible solution against at-
tacks on facial recognition via adversarial examples on the areas
often covered by hats, masks or glasses and even combinations of
these three regions. With up to 54% of the facial pixels removed,
we were nevertheless able to maintain over 90% accuracy on the
models in distribution data. Most of the face reduction models
even achieve over 80% accuracy on full face images. We have
also validated that more training data is - at least to some extend -
able to compensate for the loss of facial features.

In the future we want to evaluate the performance of Vision Trans-
formers instead of CNNs as they can handle different image ab-
lations better than CNNs [31]. We also want to investigate the
performance if Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) as pro-
posed in [41] inpaint the removed areas. The performances of
each model on its in distribution test data are superior to the one
of a model trained on a combined dataset of all the herein de-
scribed augmentations. Therefor the performance of an ensemble
of models trained on augmented face data will also be investi-
gated.
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Appendix
Face models

(a) (b)
Figure 11: The face model without a) the mask, hat and complete
eye area, b) the mask, hat and glasses area.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
Figure 12: The face model without a) the mask and glasses, b)
the mask and hat area, c) the mask and the complete eye area, d)
the hat and the complete eye area, e) the hat and glasses.

Facial surface reductions
Equation to remove the hat area We take the minimal y,
which is the y-coordinate of the pixel at the different landmarks
0,16,17, ...,27. Then we whiten the whole rectangle which spans
between (0,0) and (width,y).

y = miny(0,16,17, ...,27)− ε , with ε = 10 (1)

Mask removal We whiten the polygon with the landmarks
2,3, ...,14,28.

Equation to remove the eye area We whiten the rectangle
which spans between (0,y1),(width,y2), with

y1 = miny(19, ...24) y2 = maxy(0,16,29,41,47) (2)

Where y is the y coordinate at the landmarks.

Grad Cam Heatmaps

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)
Figure 13: GradCam heatmaps of the face models without a) the
hat and glasses, b) complete eye area, c) hat, d) mask, hat and
glasses, e) mask, hat, f) mask, glasses g) mask and eye area.

Evaluations
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Figure 14: The face model trained with complete faces evaluated on all test sets.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 15: The face model without a) the mask and the complete eye area, b) the hat and the complete eye area, c) the mask, hat and
glasses, d) the mask and glasses
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Figure 16: The face model without a) the hat and glasses, b) the hat, c) the complete eye area, d) the glasses, e) , the mask f) the mask
and hat.
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